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Withmore tFian 10 years of observation of lunar rocks and spherules, it 
is now generally accepted that we know the relative size distribution of the 
accumulated hypervelocity impact features on an exposed lunar surface to 
within a factor of approximately 52. The work of Xorrison and Clanton (1) 
summarises excellent observations of this distribution, and is taken as the 
best available data on recent lunar exposure conditions (c lo6 yrs). With 
some 20 years of space observations we have now reached the stage where the 
flux rate is known from .3  AU (Helios 1 and 22 to 5 AU (Pioneers 10 and 111. 
Pioneers 8 and 9 (2) added a new dhension to interplanetary dust studies by 
the discovery that the smaller particles were emanating from solar directions 
and had velocities commensurate wi'th hyperboll'c orbits. 

With the advent of a new era of i'nterplanetary dust studies, namely the 
interception of Comet Halley near perihelion with ESA1s GIOTTO MZSSION, it is 
vital to examine and correlate these sets of data to ask just h o w m c h  of the 
cometary efflux has been detected. Selection of a Dust Impact Detection 
System (DIDSY) to instrument the Giotto Meteoroid Bumper Shield will give the 
first opportunity to measure directly a cometary dust emission, and will 
extend over the mass range 10'~~ to 1oAag. We identify outstanding questions 
in the interpretation of lunar and in-situ space data, and what knowledge may 
be deduced about the probable cometary efflux. 

Lunar data exists as an accumulated areal density and the "clock" requir- 
ed to evaluate a flux rate has been discussed at length, e.g. (3). We see no 
substantial error in recent exposure age determinations e.g. 1.75 .lo5 yrs for 
Apollo 12054 (4). 

Other factors affecting lunar data are the obscuration by dust accumul- 
ation and the effects of secondary cratering. The data here accepted is 

expected to be free from the first effect. 

5.c- t o  R- cr.t*r pmductlon =.tio We have continued the study of secondary crater- 
ing and have calculated for both lunar data 

10. 
and space data (Figure 1) the number of secon- 
dary craters expected as a function of the 
angle of the crater host surface to the lunar 
surface, @. For the space data, only 90' is 
illustrated. We have used secondary craterine 
data of Flavill, McDonnell, Carey (51 relevant to 

1.0 micron scale impacts and of Schneider (6) for 
millimetre scale impacts, Effects can be seen 
to be quite appreciable. Of greatest signifi- 
cance is that the effects are very strongly 
dependent on the primary incident flux model 
assumed. For lunar data the effect is concen- 

0.1 trated over micron crater dimensions. For 
space data the effect increases for all sizes 
below .3pm as a result of the different impact 
model. 
Figure 1. Secondary crater product2on ratios 
calculated from in-situ space data and de- 

.01 
.01 1 1 ,, convolved (primary component) of lunar data. 
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lo0 I The effects on observed flux rates and '. I 
. . . . . . . . SPACE DATA distributions are shown in Figure 2. We 

PENETRATION note that they lead to some convergence 
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between the two data sets, but that such ag- 
 ACTS reement has to be "stretched" a little. We 

see little divergence at larger masses in 
HICBOCRATERS the meteor range and above (> 10"~~) though 

calibration uncertainties are here perhaps - a factor of k3 in mass. Of outstanding dis- 
agreement is the point of inflexion at 

Q lOljm crater diameter observed in lunar data; 
interpreted as a bimodal particle distribut- 
ion (7). We must note that it is not 06semed 
in the space data by plasma sensors, but is 

DIVERGENCE 
observed in penetration data obtained in space 

lo-6 - (e.g. Apollo windows (81). 
Introduction of the effects of collisions of 

Crater Diameter pm dispersed cometary streams by Zook and Berg 

.01 .I (9) and by Dohnanyi(lO1 shows that in their 
inward spiral to the sun, collisions within 
solar regions can fully account for the 

10-20 10-15 10-lo observed particle fluxes below 
PARTICLE MASS, GRAn Firstly we hiwe the a particles Cthe apex 

Figure 2 distribution) corresponding to bound but 
eccentric comminution products and at lower masses the hyperbolic 6 particles. 
Regretfully we must say of the lunar data,therefore,that all craters less 
than 1um have the most probable source as indirect cometary products. The 
nature of the impact process totally excludes the possibility of distinguish- 
ing between a and particles and pristine cometary products by examination 
of crater profiles or residues; both classes of particle are chemically 
similar and could be distinguished only by tkir topology. Both-a and @ 
meteoroids should show evidence of a hypervelocity impact or collision, since 
collision velocities near the sun are well above the impact melting region 
(9). The smaller of the Brownlee particles (SL l p ~ )  represent generally 
fragile agglomerates and hence in looking for a source of such particles we 
are in a dilemma. At this mass the lunar crater distribution cannot be 
shown to be caused by particles emitted directly from comets, and hence we 
should ask if the smaller of Brownlee  articles represent either 1) only a 
small fraction of the lunar flux and yet are the direct cometary expulsion 
fraction or 2) are only parts of the larger (% 100pm) direct cometary 
expulsion products which are subsequently fragmented in the atmosphere, 
This mass range carries the maximum of that incident on the ~arthC11) and is 
the most plausible of expectat2ons. 
Lunar data thus provide clear evidence of directly emitted cometary particles 
only for masses >> and it is here that a divergence by more than a 
magnitude in flux occurs by comparison with the space data (11)- Only by the 
determination of orbital elements for individual particles can we clearly 
distinguish between direct or indirect cometary products. The perihelion so 
determined may be taken to be the most probable source region, and space 
data to date ( 2, 11) does show a solar origin for masses 5 10-'Ig. At 
masses < thus, even from the space measurements we can only in? 
directly deduce cometary effluxes, since tb?r small cross section is masked 
by the larger particles in cometary dust tails. 

Figure 2 (above). Effects of secondary cratering (shaded areas). 
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